Mobile Contactless Solution

Touch-free tickets: convenient, secure – and on to the main event

Ensure a smooth entrance for your guests by using enhanced electronic tickets on phones or wearables. In an industry where security and convenience are top priority, ensure the perfect solution for your venue.

- Prevents against fraud
- Maximum comfort and lightning fast entry
- Secure integration with native mobile wallet apps
Peace of Mind for You, Ease of Mind for Your Guests

Fraud prevention
- Identify who is entering your stadium, with data you control
- Open a direct communication channel to your ticket holders and gain full insight on your ticket operations
- With NFC technology, offer enhanced tickets that cannot be copied optically

Your benefit: Ensure your guests’ ticket validities while protecting your security operations.

Eliminate ticket handling costs
- Go mobile: Secure e-tickets stored on your guests’ mobile phones replace conventional paper tickets/RFID cards
- Sending e-tickets saves you time and money: it removes ticket logistics such as ordering, supplying or exchanging tickets
- Gain confidence in your ticketing solution from full integrations with the leading mobile phone wallet app providers

Your benefit: Effectively lower your costs for tickets and their handling, while your guests benefit from the ease and simplicity of a mobile phone ticket.

Increase convenience and speed for guest satisfaction
- Improve usability: automatically, the guest’s relevant mobile ticket is pre-populated at the gate
- Guests can easily access their tickets from a locked screen
- Enable the possibility to change ticket info with real time updates

Your benefit: Easily impress your guests with up-to-the-minute ticket information on their mobile phones for the quickest possible entry experience.

The Evolution of Tickets

Your Phone is the Ticket

The sweb® eTicket platform issues and distributes tickets to the palm of guests’ hands, on their phones through a mobile wallet app.

Online Ticket Shop

Printed
QR Code

Barcode

Flex.Gate ‘Event’

SKIDATA’s Flex.Gate ‘Event’ guarantees government-grade encryption with highest performance level.

The sweb® eTicket

The SKIDATA sweb® eTicket platform issues and distributes tickets to the palm of guests’ hands, on their phones through a mobile wallet app.

What is NFC?
The SKIDATA Mobile Contactless Solution uses Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology to allow two electronic devices to establish communication by placing one device (usually portable) within a 4 cm range.
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NFC Ticket Access: Securely Simple

The guest holds their phone or watch near the reader, within a few centimeters. For multiple tickets, guests swipe left to retrieve.

Your guest’s ticket will automatically pop up - simply tap the notification.

All set! Guests are on their way inside, safely and efficiently.

e-tickets, tailored to your requirements:

The SKIDATA Mobile Contactless Solution is comprehensive, scalable and can be customized to your needs.

Your Digital Gateway

• Streamline your distribution and maximize your reach: sweb eTicket delivers e-tickets right into guests’ mobile wallets – and if needed, the option for Print@Home tickets
• Gain flexibility with a centralized operation of sweb eTicket in the cloud
• Stay ahead of the game with the generation of valuable customer data, owned by you

Your benefit: Partner with the best in the business to generate maximum value with global standards.

Hybrid tickets

• Combine various ID types (QR Code and NFC) to feature optical and touch-free tickets in one
• Automatically produce a backup mode for mobile checkpoints, ensuring personnel-efficient operation

Your benefit: Different options of ticket technologies adapt to all stadium infrastructures for the ultimate flexibility.

Contact your local SKIDATA representative for current availability in your market.